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Introoduction: Suscceptibility tenso
or imaging (ST
TI) [1] is inhereently prone to eerror propagatiion and requirees many impractical
orienttations of the subject
s
to recon
nstruct. Here we
w explore two
o ideas to improove the suscepptibility tensor reconstruction: a) The
cylinddrical symmetrry may be impo
osed on the sussceptibility ten
nsor (CSST) to improve the condition numbber of this probblem [2]. b) The
anatoomic informatio
on may be used
d to regularize and denoise th
he constructionn of the apparennt susceptibilitty in an orientaation [3] and
then aapparent susceptibilities from
m all orientation
ns can be used to form the annisotropic magnnetic susceptibbility (AMS) byy Hext [4].
AMS
S: The apparentt scalar susceptibility at the pth orientation, χ , is
estim
mated using the morphology enabled dipole inversion
i
[3] from
fr
∆

∙

, where ∆

is the field shiift
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inducced by the susceptibility tenso
or at each orien
ntation p with the
t main
magnnetic field along
g
. The susceptibility tenssor in the sub
bject
framee is obtained by
y solving the seet of linear equ
uations
χ
for all p’ss.
CSST
T: In the tensorr orthonormal frame that may
y be estimated in
diffussion tensor imaaging (DTI), th
he CSST is
.
||,
,
Transsformation betw
ween the tenorr orthonormal frame
f
and the subject
s
framee, R, expresses the subject fraame susceptibillity tensor as
.
Fig. 1: Estimated Diaggonal of the tensorr for the isotropic pphantom (left) and
d
Mateerials and Metthods: For valiidation of the tensor estimatio
on, a
envalues of the carb
rbon fiber phantom
m (right) (ppm)
eigen
phanttom with know
wn susceptibilitty isotropy wass built from Gd
d doped
a
b
waterr balloons, and a phantom witth known cylin
ndrically symm
metrical
susceeptibility anisottropy were buillt from a bundlle of parallel caarbon
fiberss (5). These phantoms were im
maged with 12
2 orientations evenly
e
distribbuted over a heemisphere on a 3T clinical sccanner with an 8 channel
- STI
head coil using a mu
ulti echo gradient echo sequeence. Human data
d was
- CSST
ger four channeel bird cage heaad coil, a total of 13
acquiired with a larg
- AMS
orienttations were accquired in addiition to an EPI based DTI seq
quence.
- AMSCS
Susceeptibility tensor maps were reeconstructed ussing AMS, AM
MS with
cylinddrical symmetrry (AMSCS), CSST,
C
and STII. The anisotrop
py degree
Expecte
ed Susceptibility (ppm)
Expected Source
es of Susceptibility (ppm
m)
(AD) was computed
d here as,
ln | |⁄| | , where the eigenvalues
e
F
Fig. 2: Isotropic phhantom, a, Mean eeigenvalues and b,, anisotropy of the mean
nstructions meaan
λi aree ordered from high to low (6)). For all recon
eigennvalue was fit with
w the known
n susceptibility
y of each balloo
on associated
anisotropy the assocciated mean eig
genvalues.
hods generated visually similaar susceptibilitty tensor elemeents and
Results: All 4 meth
eigennvalues for both
h isotropic and
d anisotropic ph
hantoms (Figs.1&2a), and sim
milar
ADs: -2.62±.99 for CSST, -2.35±1
1.66 STI, -1.81
1±.71 AMSCS and -3.67±2.1 8
AMS
S; however, thee STI had moree error than AM
MS, which had more error thaan
CSST
T and AMSCS as generating artifactual ADs in the isotrop
pic phantom (F
Fig.2b).
ST and b) AMSCS
S
Fig. 33: AD from a) CSS
Reconnstructions of brain
b
susceptib
bility tensor weere problematicc without this
Table 1:B
Brain susceptibilityy anisotropy degre
ee
consttraint (AMS an
nd STI), and weere more robusst with cylindriical symmetry (CSST and
Region
CSST
T
AMSCS
AMS
SCS in Fig.3, with
w AMSCS seeemed to be lesss noisy and wiith less AD in the globus palllidus
Globuss pallidus -0.51 ±0
0.47 -0.19 ±0.16
6
than C
CSST). AD meeasured in the brain
b
regions were
w listed in Table
T
1.
Corpus Callosum 1.00 ±0
0.64 1.45 ±0.64
Discu
ussion and Conclusion: The phantom study
y demonstrated
d the error in A
AD is reduced bby
0.75 0.40 ±0.35
Internall Capsule 0.87 ±0
the inncorporation off anatomic prio
or (Fig.2b: STI vs AMS, and CSST vs AMS
SCS), and by thhe
incorpporation of cyllindrical symm
metry (Fig.2b: AMS
A
vs AMSC
CS, and STI vs CSST). Thesee improvementts by constraintts in
reconnstruction seem
med to be obserrved in human imaging but were
w difficult too evaluate. Nevvertheless, bothh CSST and AM
MSCS
generrated similar AD
A maps showiing anisotropy in the white matter
m
tracts.
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